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The conference
Question 1: What is courage? In what kind of situations are you courageous and where does this courage come from? What is the role of courage
for us young people today? How do courage and fear affect intercultural
encounters and personal or societal developments?
In her opening lecture Constanza Kaliks, head of the Youth Section at the
Goetheanum, spoke of the origin of the word ‘courage’ which, literally translated, means ‘acting from the heart’ - a definition that resonated strongly with
the audience.
In the Foyer, the students could write their answers to one “question of
the day” on large placards and some of these answers were read out the next
morning. Two examples of answers to the first question were: “Courage is
breaking with norms” and “Courage is the absence of fear”.

Choice and decision
Fear was also at the center of the question that was asked on the next
day.

About the conference
“Courage” was the theme and title of an international student's conference at the Goetheanum from
23rd to 27th April. About 650 students from more than 30 countries shared their visions for the future
and thoughts on courage in various contexts, including a public performance on Basel’s Münsterplatz.
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Question 2: How do you experience fear and recklessness within yourself
and in the world? Where are the boundaries between courage, recklessness
and fear? Are there situations where fear and recklessness can be useful?
We need confidence in our thinking, which can protect us from recklessness, especailly when encountering other people on an emotional level. This
will help us learn to listen to what needs to be done and then know how we will
need to act. In his Changemaker talk, Henning Kulak-Ublick also linked this
description of courage with the impulse and objective of Waldorf100.
Marina Helou, a state representative from São Paolo (BR), explained that,
for her, courage had to do with an impulse that comes from the heart but is
then weighed by the head. If there is no choice, or no commitment to a particular decision or action, one cannot really speak of courage, because the person
in question acts either out of fear or acts recklessly.
Here are some of the responses to Question 2: “Recklessness is born
from insecurity, insecurity comes from fear.” “I feel reckless or fearful when I
lose control or when I feel alone.” “Fear is an instinct, courage is a decision”.
Question 3: What would the world be like if what lives in you became
reality and what would you do to make this happen? We asked ourselves this
question, which was inspired by a question once posed by Rudolf Steiner, on
the third day. A research project on this question is being conducted by the
Youth Section at the Goetheanum.
Some of the answers to question 3 were:
“A place of balance between giving and taking”.
“A world where one can love oneself unconditionally”.
“Can we create a shared utopia? Could my utopia be another
person’s dystopia [pessimistic image of the future]?”

T he conference
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complexity of the question "Where do you come from?" One could ask this
question in a way that does not imply "you don't belong here" or "you are different". The question seems small and insignificant, but depending on the intention and how much warmth and openness there is in this question, it could be
exclusionary or inviting.

Helmy Abouleish (left)
born on 28 July in Graz, studied
business administration at the University of Cairo and marketing at the
American University in Cairo. He is
deeply involved in the development
of SEKEM.Helmy Abouleish, born
on 28 July in Graz, studied business
administration at the University of
Cairo and marketing at the American
University in Cairo. He is deeply involved in the development of SEKEM.

Dr. Constanza Kaliks (right)
Born in 1967 in Chile, Constanza
Kaliks grew up in Brasil.
Since January 2012, she has been
the Leader of the Youth Section at
the Goetheanum. She is a member
of the executive board of the School
of Spiritual Science and since March
2015 she has been a member of the
board of the General Anthroposophical Society.

Connected to this question Jannik Howind, Hannah Malina Bar-Lev,
David Czycholl, three young people from the global Changemaker network
'You Move' talked about their way of actively shaping our future, for example by fighting for a youth representation in the german national parliament.
Many inspiring example of performance art and activism were given.
Helmy Abouleish (CEO at Sekem, EG) spoke in his lecture of two future
streams, Futurum and Adventus. Futurum means looking towards the future
from the past and seeing the future as a series of logical consequences.
Adventus means looking at our task from the future, or looking at what wants
to come towards us.
This day was closed by an impressive piano concert by Aheam Achmad
and parallel readings from his book about his life during the civil war in Syria
and his escape from the country.

A challenging freedom
Working on these topics together brought us to Question 4: The question of
personal and shared identity.What is identity? What do we identify with and why?
How can we develop an understanding of our self that no longer requires us
to identify with external, mostly excluding, circumstances such as culture or
being a Waldorf pupil? What is left to us, as a young generation, that many
have grown up with the challenging freedom of not having to obey social or
religious norms and rules, when we let go of everything that allows a ‘We’ and
‘You’ to emerge?
The question as to 'what identity means in relation to a group' was also
featured in the ‘Creative Intervention’ that was performed in Basel. Participants were invited to observe themselves as part of a group in relation to those
outside the group. A great openness and warmth, noticeable from within and
without, was emanating from the group. An unspoken conclusion could be
that it is possible to be part of a clearly defined group and yet enrich the life of
those outside the group; that it is possible to have warmth within and carry this
warmth outside, so that the question of inside and outside becomes irrelevant.
In line with this conclusion and the discussion of identity, Jana-Nita Raker,
born in India and raised in Germany, described in her Changemaker Talk the
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The musician and journalist André Stern then spoke of freedom in child
development, raising the question as to whether formal learning and educational institutions prevent this freedom. How do education and learning influence
the way children find their own identity?
The day ended with group performances by students from different
countries. One student from Brazil expressed her gratitude for Waldorf Education and for having the chance to unfold her potential freely in her school in
Brazil.

Fighting for One’s Goals
On the last day we returned to Question 1: What is courage?
After five days of discussion, some students presented the essence of what
had lived at this conference. Lorena Carazo from Spain said how important it
was to critically question one’s inner attitude towards the world; If hatred of
other people’s mistakes is the driving force behind my actions, the message of
my actions can’t be one of love or true courage.
Pedro Munizaga Sgombich, a student from Chile, concluded the presentations with the encouragement to fight for one’s goals even in times of darkness and to see the darkness as a necessary counterpart of light and as a
chance for oneself and for the world to develop further. Some answers to the
question were: “Courage is taking a chance in order to bring about change”,
“Courage is trust in yourself and in the world”, “Courage needs love and love
needs courage”.
The question we gave everyone to take along with them was “Can
courage lead to freedom?”

Henning Kullak-Ublick
Waldorf pedagogue, speaker of
the Federation of German Waldorf
Schools and international coordinator
of Waldorf 100.

T he conference
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The program
Activities
Throughout the five days the students participated in workshops, conversation groups, lectures and evening performances.

Conversation groups
The conversation groups were meant to help to deepen the discussion
about courage and its importance in different realms.
The students could choose out of the following nine categories:
COURAGE for self-development
	COURAGE to rethink identity
Defining and finding COURAGE
	COURAGE to encounter and question borders
COURAGE for societal development and future Visions
COURAGE and initiative work
COURAGEOUS reflection of lectures and conference content
COURAGE to question values
COURAGE to reflect on 100 years of (Waldorf) education and to
co-create the coming 100 years
“I learnt a lot about myself and how I should meet the world. I also gained a new appreciation
for my Steiner education and the community that comes with it. I have had my eyes opened to
the world of politics and the problems of our world as well as how I can face them with courage”

Encountering each other during the conversation
groups

“New inspiring skills how I can change the world a little by applying them in my daily
life. AIso I learnt how precious and important it is to hear many different Opinions”

“I learned interesting things about philosophy regarding society and I found my own definition of
courage!”

10
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Each group had its own particular topic within its category. There were 32
conversation groups in total.
One out of three students claimed in the anonymous evaluation that the
group-work in the conversation groups helped them to feel more confident
about themselves.
Besides dealing with a variety of different themes, the group work was
also a social activity and helped everyone to get to know each other and different cultures.
The conversation groups were meant to create an open and safe space
in order to learn together and to develop concrete ideas about specific topics

Conversation group discussions

T he conference
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Time to meet each other during lunchtime

in connection to courage.
The conversation groups took place three times for one and a half hours.

Workshops

Afternoon activity: Basketball

Spontaneous breakdance session

The workshops were meant to create space for meaningful encounters,
to do something practical and to give the students time to free their mind and
to connect with their body through music, theatre, dance, movement, clay
work besides many other activities. Some workshops offered the possibility to
deepen discussions about topics related to courage.
Songs were composed, plays scripted, stories told, and performances
prepared for the “Creative Intervention” in Basel on Friday. There were 32
workshops offered in total. All workshops and conversation groups were held
in English many with optional translation to Spanish, German, Portuguese.
The students stated that the workshops helped them to get to know the
other participants as well as to learn new skills in the specific field they have
chosen.
The following are statements from the participants about the workshops
(from the evaluation sheets).
“I’ve learned about my body, the way it can move and how free it feels when I just go for it
without being overthinking about things. I’ve got the courage to follow my feelings and be
creative. Other than that, I’ve got a chance to be with myself thinking and considering about
me, myself in new aspect.”

“I learned to be open to everything that comes up and not judge before getting to know it.”

“This conference reminded me how much I love human beings. Everyone there was amazing
and loving. I learned a lot from the activities I participated to and from the people.”

Workshop and afternoon activity: Folk dance

Aeham Ahmad after the concert
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Afternoon Activities
In the afternoons different activities were offered.
Some groups gathered to discuss more about the lectures and different topics, others went to play soccer or basketball and many participated
in guided tours in and around the Goetheanum as well as to the surrounding
ruins and castles.
There was a photo corner where participants could have a photo of them
taken with a little blackboard on which they could write a statement about
what makes them courageous.
There was a area on the foyer with paint and brushes also, different
papers, cardboard boxes, sticks, linen and lots of other material to create some
art work and also to prepare signs, paintings, banners etc. for the "Creative
Intervention“ in Basel.
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Performances
Every evening the day was closed with a concert or performance in the
main hall in the Goetheanum.
On the first night Milena Kowarik and Leonardo Fuhrmann played Bach
and Brahms on the cello and the piano. This wonderful concert closing the first
day of the conference helped everyone to fully arrive at the conference.
On the second and the fourth evening groups from many countries
performed in very diverse forms. There was eurythmy, dance, singing, music,
theatre and more. These evenings once again showed the immense diversity
of cultures represented at the conference.
On the third evening Aeham Achmad sang and played the piano. The
atmosphere during this evening was incredible.

Night Café
Another social space during the conference was the night cafes which
took place every evening of the conference after the performances.
The purpose of the night cafes was to get to know each other, to enjoy
music, snacks, dancing and conversations. Also there were some music
performances in the night cafe as well as an open stage on the third evening.
Thanks to a generous donation by Voelkel there were lots of delicious
juices and lemonades provided.

T he conference
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The organizing process
The organizing process of the international courage conference started
about one and a half years before the conference took place in
April 2019.
Our first task was to
find a theme that would
guide us through the five-day conference.
It was our aim to
find an important theme
that would resonate
with participants from all
around the world.
The
conference
theme was organized
to be outcome-oriented, and so we decided to
first identify challenges of
our world, and also their
causes, many of which
appeared to be fear.
Our goal was to work
with questions such as:
'How do fears arise?'
'How can we deal with fears or work on dismantling them?' and 'What
impact does fear and courage have on social and political development?'
Once we set the theme of 'Courage', we had many long discussions
about its significance. The planning began as we invited our presenters and
created a financial budget for the event.
Also we wrote invitation texts that we published online on our conference
website and sent to all Waldorf Schools around the world.
Another major task was fundraising i.e writing requests to fundations and
individuals asking for financial support and product donations.
A design was created for flyers, posters, online publications, conference
readers and more.
In the team meetings we finalized the program and requested people to
facilitate conversation groups and workshops. Throughout the process, there
was an ongoing discussion about the topic of courage and how it could be
discussed during the conference.
We formulated a question for every day of the conference to pose each
morning, discuss together and harvest answers at night.
We booked an extra train and requested permission for the 'Creative
Intervention' in Basel on the penultimate day of the conference (read more
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about it starting on page 24).
In the weeks before the conference, practical things like buying food,
packing bags and answering participant requests were the main working
focus.
After the conference there was a meeting to evaluate the feedback
sheets discuss the results with the team. In addition to analyzing and reflecting on the insights from the conference, the group documented all the steps
taken to organize the conference, as well as how the content was developed.

Meeting goals of the conference
One of our main intentions was to create connection and to hold the
space for courage to arise in order to create future visions and the courage to
realize them.
We are now in contact with students from Switzerland, South Africa,
Chile, Russia and the Ukraine who are planning to organize students conferences in their countries, to do research work inspired by the research project
that is taking place in the Youth Section at the Goetheanum, to build up national students networks and councils or to start a Youth Section in their country.
The conference met our goal to create connections and encounters and cultural exchange.
Not only could we experience this during the conference but also the vast
majority of the students claimed in the evaluation sheet that they found the
encounter with other students inspiring, helpful and or mind-opening.
We do have the feeling, however, that compared to the slightly smaller
conference of 450 students two years ago we could not sense the same intimacy in the way of connecting to each other this time. It is of course always
difficult to judge this from the outside but it is a question for us whether or not
we want to keep the conference that size or find a way to make it smaller.
Regarding cultural diversity we are really happy to say that there were
over 30 nationalities represented at the conference. It is a question for us how
to have a more balanced ratio of students from different countries.

a space to explore the questions and impulses arising out of young people’s
experiences of the world. Our mission is to help transform the world into a
place that values, supports and allows the potential and creativity of every
young person to unfold in their full strength and brilliance.
This vision for the future is only possible if we begin to work with the ideas
that will make it a reality today. Accomplishing this vision means having the
courage to unlearn and review what we have been taught so far and how our
world operates. It means collaborating with many different people in many
different countries. It means trusting in yourself and those around you, setting
examples and taking responsibility. It means always being young at heart,
ready to change yourself and the world.
The WaldorfSV is the official student board representing all German
Waldorf students. As a body of the „Bund der Freien Waldorfschulen”, the basic
task is to create a connection between the students, teachers and parents in
order to guarantee an exchange between the three parties. Another major task
is to have an open ear for all the students and to listen to their needs and interests, representing their point of view in the development of Waldorf pedagogy.
To do this, the WaldorfSV to cooperate with all the other Waldorf institutions
and associations.
In order to create a space for the Waldorf Students to come together, the
WaldrofSV organizes student conferences twice a year.
These conferences enable students to exchange ideas, thoughts, and
inspirations, discuss important topics and connect. Additionally, WaldorfSV
collaborates with the organizing team of the International Student’s Conference in Switzerland, as well as with other Waldorf pedagogy related events
in Germany.
However, the WaldorfSVʼs concern is not limited to the work of representation and development but rather encourages students to connect to each
other, to continue to question and actively shape the world that surrounds us.

The team (November 2018)

The organization team
The conference was organized in cooperation between the Youth Section
at the Goetheanum and the WaldorfSV (Board of German Waldorf Student
representatives). This cooperation started 4 years ago out of the wish of former
WaldorfSV members to co-organize an international students' conference.
The team consisted of two main representatives of the Youth Section team
and 7 WaldorfSV students who worked on a voluntary basis for the project.
Several volunteers and other Youth Section co-workers also made this conference possible.
The Youth Section at the Goetheanum was founded in 1924 to provide
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Ronja Eis

Youth Section member, project management

Till Höffner

Youth Section member, project management

Dr. Constanza Kaliks

Leader of the Youth Section, project
co-worker

Ioana Viscrianu

Youth Section member, project
co-worker

Andrea de la Cruz

Youth Section member, project
co-worker
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Johannes Kronenberg

Youth Section member, project co-worker

Yuri Mercante

project co-worker

Helena Gusmão

project co-worker

Tim Lucas Bauer

Webmanagement & Design, project
co-worker

Vincent Eichholz

WaldorfSV member, project co-worker

T he conference
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Marie Weber-Liel

project co-worker

Pauline Hirning

WaldorfSV member, project co-worker

Elisa Scheller

WaldorfSV member, project co-worker

Yashann Steffens

WaldorfSV member, project co-worker

Joseph Abend

WaldorfSV member, project co-worker

Marie Winter

WaldorfSV member, project co-worker

Sophie Teske

project co-worker

Isabel Antrobus-Thorweihe
project co-worker

Sophie Niemann

WaldorfSV member, project co-worker
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Rebecca Schäfer

project co-worker
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Erik Milas

project co-worker

Mita Hiemer

project co-worker

We - as the team - want to thank everybody who helped making this conference
as unique as it was
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a public expression of courage
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Thoughts on the creative intervention Basel
Carrying conference content into the public sphere.
This has already been a wish several previous student conferences, but it
was primarily out of concern about the not exactly low-risk undertaking to go
on a trip to a city with hundreds of minors, and also out of concern about the
large organisational effort, never realized, until this year.
The decisive argument, why we dared it this time was: Courage is the
topic of the conference, therefore we are courageous now and simply go for it!“
Shortly afterwards we found ourselves in negotiations with the SBB to rent an
’extra train’, the only answer we had to the question of how 700 people could
all together move from the Goetheanum to Basel. Applications and long telephone calls with the cantonal police and various authorities were added, and
a few months later it became clear that we were actually going to Basel with
all the participants and march to the Munsterplatz, where we would spend two
hours.
Realizing this, the question arose: What will we do there? Are we looking
for artistic performances or a protest? If so, for what or against what do we
protest?
"Bringing conference content into the public sphere" always sounded so beautiful, so meaningful, so necessary. But how does one actually do
that? What content is it about and in what form can it be shared with others?
What role do we as organizers and what role do the participants play in the
shaping of this space?
It was important to us that no message or content was imposed on
anyone, which would contradict what we could actually experience as 'conference content'.
A free engagement with diverse topics, in great respect for our fellow
human beings. A common learning from each other. An unconditional interest in the other, the otherness of the other. What would the world look like if a
global dialogue also looked like this even in a political realm? We do not have
a common opinion, nor a common goal. What we actually wanted to express,
the just described spirit, this special interacting in a free dialogue, gets lost as
soon as it is tried to be expressed in form of a choreography, a speech choir
or similar.
How can one nowadays bring opinions, impulses and questions into
the public eye in a way in which they find a hearing? "Loud, scandalous and
as outrageous as possible" seems to be a common answer to this question
considering different activist movements.
"650 young people from over 30 nations gathered on Basels’ Münsterplatz to raise their voices for ...." The power of this headline, which we foresaw
already, was a great appeal.
Due to the size and diversity of the group, everything we would take to
the streets seemed to have an significance and reach that young people are
not necessarily used to when expressing their questions, impulses and ideas.
The only condition to achieve this significance and thus this reach
seemed to be synchronicity in the said, asked, demanded.
"650 young people from over 30 nations gather on Basels' Münsterplatz to engage in an open dialogue with each other and with passers-by and
26
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Till Höffner
Former member of the WaldorfSV,
Co-worker of the Youth Section since
October 2018
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to represent their individual convictions" sounds rather less appropriate as a
headline and also does not give a clear picture of the intention of the whole
undertaking.
However, it was clear to us that our role in the planning of this operation could not be more than a frame-giving one. Deciding on a content would
contradict all the values that can be experienced at the student conferences.
So we decided to set up a corner at the conference where signs, posters,
T-shirts and more could be painted. We rehearsed some songs, some Eurythmy and Body Percussion together. We entrusted all contents to the participants.
On the penultimate day of the conference it kicked off. In pouring rain,
equipped with megaphones and card board signs, we headed to the train
station Dornach-Arlesheim. Shortly thereafter we took the chartered 'extra
train' to Basel. There we marched with the police to Münsterplatz - mostly in
silence. Some attends were made to start yelling a slogan through the megaphones, but mostly it trailed away after being repeated by some people a few
times. Arriving at the Münszerplatz some workshop groups started performing
their work after a brief singing together. Some tourist groups and other passers-by approached and were integrated into the events as if by self-evidence.
Some, sang and danced along, others talked to students, others watched the
whole happening from a distance.
It quickly became apparent that what was expressed in this action took
place much more around the stages than on them.
Many of the people I talked to were touched by the happenings. An elderly
lady told me to experience this, gave her ‘confidence and faith in the future’.
I wasn't quite sure what she was talking about at the point. My attention
was focused on the stages and I was hoping for a big statement, a statement
that could serve as headline in a retrospective article like this one.
But that never came about. At least not on a verbal level.
What was experienced, however, was a free engagement with diverse
topics, in great respect for our fellow human beings. A common learning from
each other. An unconditional interest in the other, the otherness of the other.
Outsiders were included, faced with openness and respect. It was clear
that it makes no difference where you come from. What was important here
was what connected us, what questions, wishes and dreams we shared,
where our views diverged and how we could learn from each other.
The entire event was neither loud nor outrageous nor scandalous. On the
contrary, it was quiet, peaceful and harmonious. The atmosphere that makes
the student conferences so special was carried into the public sphere by the
students, the different questions and wishes of each individual and their admirable openness towards other people and the world.
A common eurythmic Hallelujah in the rain closed our "Creative Intervention" before everyone headed back to the Goetheanum. Satisfied and exhausted.
The reach of the event could certainly have been expanded by a large
collective statement. But looking back, the number of people reached by it
seems much less important than how it has touched those it did reach.
Till Höffner, May 2019
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"Courage" student conference

COURAGE

For the self-contemplation of a pedagogical movement celebrating its
100th birthday, it is important that the young preparation team of the international student conference 2019 chose the topic "Courage" as the basis for the
encounters, the conversations, the perspectives into the future to be shaped
together.
"Courage" includes the quality of the heart and the act: elements that
could be experienced in the long time of preparation, in the thoughtful deliberations and decisions, and finally made it possible to welcome 650 participants from over 30 countries.
During the five days, the festivity and joy in the encounters, the attention and seriousness in the listening, in the conversations, in the perception of
the contributions and the experience of what can generate and bring about
courage were experienced. From the courage to work for the environment and
social change in the Egyptian desert landscape, from the courage to commit
oneself to social change in the political arena, from the courage to stand for the
uniqueness of each child, from the courage to develop one's own multi-layered identity, from the courage to take the diversity of society as a starting point
for one's own actions - the courage of the other can become an inspiration to
gain courage oneself.
Each day was accompanied by a question on the theme of courage:
the questions inspired conversations and enabled statements to be made
that were based on the wonderful - and courage-giving! - wisdom of young
people.
Courage could be experienced in many different ways: not least in the
decision of many participants themselves to make the long journey to the
Goetheanum: "Either all or none" was the maxim of a group of students from
Chile who committed themselves with the school community to undertake the
great and very expensive journey under the condition that it would be possible
for everyone to participate - exemplary courage to solidarity!
Organizational strength and a special train for the Goetheanum made it
possible to travel with all the pupils to Basel and to create an open space for
performances on the beautiful Münsterplatz above the Rhine. Music, dance, a
common eurythmic Hallelujah in the large circle could be seen by the cathedral celebrating its 1000th birthday this year and the interested and astonished pedestrians. The expressiveness of a peaceful and creative gathering
could be witenessed.
How much courage has been necessary through these 100 years that
this school movement has become a worldwide reality! Parents, teachers,
school co-workers - it has always been courageous decisions that have made
an education possible in which the uniqueness of each and every human
being can be acknowledged in their dignity.
To find the courage to re-found the world in its foundations - this courage that Rudolf Steiner called upon young people
almost a century ago, it was perceptible this spring in and around the
entire Goetheanum. It generates hope - and it anticipates the future.
A big thank you to all those who supported this project and made it possible!

A journey to yourself and to the world
Courage - the theme of the conference has been accompanying us both
unconsciously for a long time.
During our journey through Latin America (Sept. 17 - July 18), we felt
little courageous and little afraid but rather we felt freely connected with the
world and ourselves. Often, however, we were confronted with a fear sensible in other people and our surroundings. I asked myself often why is there
so much fear of loosing ones identity in a context of intercultural encounters?
Whether it be loosing "our western values" or "eastern values" quite generally
spoken of course. How does the idea arise that culture could be something
threatening? How can we make something threatening out of it? When diversity is what makes us special and when it can teach us how to face the challenges of our time.
In conversation with our team, although asking different questions we
had found one common question which connected all of us.
"Why? Why are there so many conflicts in this world? Why so much
hatred and exclusion? Why so many right-wing parties in so many countries?"
There is so much fear in this world. Fear of losing identity, of losing prosperity, of losing meaning and above all of getting to know oneself and being
confronted with ones own insecurities.
But a conference on fear? That would be little outcome-oriented. It
was important to us to give courage and confidence, warmth and openness
towards the world, oneself and others.
So how could one face these fears, embrace them, let them go and what
would one need for that?
Courage, trust, determination, a critical self-contemplation and a desire
to act. All of this needs courage. To meet each other from person to person. As
me and you, in freedom and love. Or to put it in Rudolf Steiners words:
"To live in love towards our actions and to let live in the understanding of
the other person's will is the fundamental maxim of free human beings."

Ronja Eis
Former member of the WaldorfSV,
Co-worker of the Youth Section since
October 2018

Of course these were not our thoughts one and a half years before the
conference. Courage, that sounded to us like great heap of confidence and
fighting for ones convictions. It meant to dare to do something. To dare to leave
behind the old - something that we personally did not find so difficult. At least
in this moment.
It took quite a while until we fully understood the depth of our theme and
until we realised that it was present all around the world.
After our year long travel our journey was to be continued rather inside of
us than in the outside world. We arrived in Dornach, a small village and a landscape only changed by the seasons. The same handful of people who we met
daily and who slowly became friends. The conference now accompanied us
daily and we spent many hours discussing about courage and writing down
the content of our discussions. This went hand in hand with the process of
asking foundations for support for our conference and promoting our conference. As for this we had to have a clearer picture of our topic and why it was

Dr. Constanza Kaliks, May 2019
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so important that it would be worthwhile to come, on the one hand, and on the
other hand to support us in financing the conference.
The freedom within our work asked us to work in a very conscious way
and to observe ourselves within this process in order to critically reflect on it
and us.
The deeper we dealt with ourselves, the more we connected ourselves with the topic of fear and courage. What does it actually mean to critically
reflect on oneself?
It meant confronting ourselves with our ideals and visions and facing
the fear of being wrong. What if how I see the world does not fit with how my
collueges see the world? When our ways of working together differ? What if I
would have to rethink my whole world view? Suddenly there was fear, fear of
not knowing. And then couriosity which eventually developed into courage.
When the outside world becomes more still it is when I find to really see what
lives inside and then I can become courageous.
Courage - it became a topic very close to us as we wanted to face the
possibility that there was to rethink our work again and again. Many of the
decisions we had to make were based on our way of seeing the human being,
our ideals and last but not least our world view and our relationship to ourselves: On which bases did we want to work together with our team? According
to which criteria did we want to grant scholarships to students from financially
weaker backgrounds? How could we manage to create a conference in which
all our ideas and visions could become alive without pushing each other away?
How to distribute work without imposing tasks? How to encourage everyone
to bring their idea without having the fear of loosing ones own idea?
Somtimes inside our team we felt uncomfortabley pushed into a position as authorities which we did not want to be. How did we get into this situation? Sometimes what you communicate non-verbally tells more than what
you actually put into words. So we had to critically look at ourselves again - are
we ready to embrace and welcome all ideas that want to come? We decided
I loved to be here with all that amazing people. It was a great experience and it opened my mind.
At first I didn‘t know what to expect because I‘ve never been to any conference but when we arrived I was just amazed about these wonderful people. I had a great time here in Dornach!

over and overagain to express our wish and idea of collabeoraing openly and
freely without hirachies. Valueing everyones ideas and critically reflecting on
them in the same way.
Only in the end, I think, we were able to build up this working relationship
in which this could actually happen.
What is courage?
Follow ones heart impulse in harmony with the mind. A conscious action
which you could choose to undertake and which you are committed to.
Roughly, this was how Marina Helou described courage in her lecture.
During our journey through the world, we followed our hearts and had
many choices to take.
It was not necessary to think every thing through nor to commit ourselves.
We chose to put our focus on the openess towards the world and to dive
into the otherness, out of love and in love with the world.

Therefore, the question of fear was more of an outward question and the
question of courage less present.
Here in Dornach, however, preparing the confernece, commitment was
needed, decision to be taken. We wanted to find a way in which heart and
mind could go hand in hand.
This path lead us to a process of embracing our fears and acting out of
courage. It helped us creating an outer and inner space of encounter and love
for and with the participants of "COURAGE"
Ronja Eis, May 2019

Conference report WaldorfSV
Dear Friends of the international students conference 2019.
Arriving in Dornach, we were looking forward to the conference but we had
no idea what it would look like in the end. For us as the WaldorfSV it was the
first international students conference and of course we were very excited
but still there was a little bit of nervousness and scepticism left, because we
were not quite sure if our ideas would connect with the students the way we
expected. Beginning with the preparations we had one week before the conference started. We had a lot of things to do like packing the conference bags,
writing sponsors, designing all the prints, preparing the Goetheanum and the
school and so on… A big challenge for us was to get to know each other better
and to find out what every team member was best at. During the week there
were really intense working days. Mostly we started in the morning and sometimes we kept on working until late in the night. A very special moment was
two days before the conference when the first people started to arrive. That
was the moment where we started realising, that the the idea of conference
became actual reality and it was so special because we were working on it and
now the students began to arrive and started bringing the big concept to life.
The special feeling we had increased with every student who signed in for the
conference at the info desk.
Before we entered the WaldorfSV we also took part in conferences and
we know the feeling as a participant. For us it wasn’t as easy, with all the work
we had, to really enter the conference spirit in the first two days. In these first
days we really felt responsible to create a nice inspiring atmosphere to make
this conference the best experience possible for the participants. One of the
best moments we had during the conference was walking through the rainy
roads of Basel. But we were stronger than the rain. The bad weather couldn’t
make us stop from spreading courageous energy in the heart of Basel.
Then the conference came to an end and we were super exhausted but
somehow full of energy, memories and inspirations for our life.
The conference for us as team members was probably the most intense
time of our life. We learnt a lot about ourselves, about how to act in stressful
situations and of course to be part of a big team and accepting every team
member. We were super glad about the thankful atmosphere the participants
gave to us. It was an extraordinary feeling which started spreading when we
were on stage for the last time and people started applauding.
We really want to thank everyone who helped bringing this conference
to life.

Sophie Niemann
Waldorf Highschool Student in Berlin,
Germany; WaldorfSV member

Vincent Eichholz
Waldorf Highschool Student in
Flensburg, Germany; WaldorfSV
member

Sophie Niemann & Vincent Eichholz, May 2019
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Future Visions of the Youth
It can take a lot of courage today to stand up for our own vision of the future
and what wetruly long for; and even more courage to vow to make this happ
en. For it is too often that, when we express our dreams, ideas and expectations, we are confronted with a world that sees our aspirations as naïve
illusions, as unrealistic goals that simply cannot happen. Sometimes, hopes
for the future are even seen as a sign of being spoiled, for who has the time
anyway to think about these things? One must spend their energy working,
connecting, working again, keeping on top of things! No time for silence. No
time for questions. No time for thought.
However, it is no longer optional to postpone our thoughts about the
future we wish for to a later date. For the youth of today who - as we see in
the Friday’s for Future movement - is fully aware of the urgency to think about
present actions in service of a sustainable future, certain dreams and ideas are
not naiveties, but necessary objectives which are to be realised by all of us,
regardless of the generation we belong to. A future for individuals, societies
and the Earth that needs to come about if we want to speak of a future at all.
During “Courage”, we collected some of these visions through our
research project’s question: what would the world look like in 2030 if what
lives within you becomes a reality and what will you do to make it happen?
“The world would be better because we would actually start taking care
of both our homes: the earth and our body. We would live a more minimalistic life and more sustainably. I’m trying to live sustainably myself and I’m telling
my friends and family about it. We all should start to think about that and we
should not stop inspiring each other”.
“I see a world in which each one of us is inspired to do what we are passionate about, and use it in service of others. As we find the courage to do this for
ourselves, we allow others to do the same as they too will feel liberated from
the pressure and expectations that society puts on us.”
“If what lives inside me is to be realised into the world, the world may
become a dark or scary place. I would try and find the light and goodness
within myself to prevent the darkness from becoming...”
These anonymous answers and many others evoked a world that prioritises the respect for nature and the human being as a social, natural and spiritual being capable of evolving in freedom. But, how to realise these? Another
participant had the answer:
“I am aware of myself and how I affect the world, and I try to improve
myself every day.”
At the Youth Section we see it as one of our central tasks to give voice to
the wisdom that lives in young people, and to foster the impulses and initiatives that come from this. After hearing the voices of the youth who attended
the International Students Conference, I began to wonder, what would happen
in the world if all of us took the initiatives that are living in these young people
as our own? What if what lives within them became also our reality? What if we
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accompanied them in their actions to realise that future vision?
How can we ignite a common flame that warms the future that is waiting
to arrive through our common human deeds?
In the world of the future...
There is a bit more silence.
We respect nature and are connected to her.
There is more productivity, thanks to renewable energy.
The world has more energy, to give to nature.
We are filled with awe and wonder for living things, respecting them more.
People respect themselves and others more.
Acceptance and appreciation for the other is then the norm.
The human being has changed.
Our consciousness has changed.
There are no wars.
Love is more possible to find.
Our Gifts for the world...
My gift is courage to stand up for what we believe in!
Health.
Interest and enthusiasm for understanding life.
For true understanding of how technology and nature could develop
together.
I’d give movement and good energy out of my heart.

Andrea de la Cruz Barral
Born in Madrid, Spain. Graduated
The Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama and worked worked in
London as an events producer and
theatre facilitator. Since 2017 she has
been part of the Youth Section team.

Peace, empathy, compassion
and the question “who am I?”
I want to give gentleness to our dear world
And the ability to commit, to love and be loved.
For this to happen...
I will tell a person that I love them as they are.
I will learn,
I will think in a positive way.
I will show people how beautiful peace is.
I will look at something or someone who is alive and marvel at the fact that
they are here.
I will really look,
I will be open-minded, ask questions instead of assume.
Verbatim answers from the youth attending Courage, the 2019 International Student’s Conference.
Andrea de la Cruz Barral, May 2019

„Courage as a path to the realization of the
good“
Courage - as a search for change, the shaping of a character trait or
perhaps a virtue? This was the theme of this year's student conference at the
Goetheanum, where 650 students had the chance to engage with the topic in
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Ioana Viscrianu
grew up in was born and grew up in
Romania, where she was active in
the youth section. After her studies
in Economics and Psychology in Bucharest she moved to Germany and
worked in the social fields. Co-worker
at the Youth Section.

a variety of ways and thus take impulses with them in order to increasingly find
this human quality within themselves and make it visible in the world. In the
many encounters, but also in the attention of the participants during the contributions, an authentic search for it could be witnessed.

the ‘older’ generations, to act upon what is called climate change more drastically. However, a lot of them sense quite well that there is more going on and
that climate channge might be the top of the iceberg of something profoundly
transformative about to happen.

Often we associate courage with fear, anxiety or even the opposite, with
overconfidence. Almost always, however, we talk about courage in the context
of a certain situation, in connection with things that sometimes even "urge"
us to deal with them. The world today needs change. We need "courage to...",
"courage about...", "courage for...". We can say that we awaken at the fact that
we feel confronted with circumstances that we do not think are right. This
situations become a gateway to the search for personal possibilities to transform them. Of course, we can ask ourselves what is the source of courage. This
question would give indications on how we can find this source and draw from
it in situations where we need courage. As young people today, we certainly
feel confronted every day with situations - in our personal environment but
also on the social level - with which we cannot identify ourselves, which we
cannot represent but also which we want to change. Through the questions,
statements and attitudes of the participants at the student conference it was
possible to sense their vivid experience of this reality directly. Powerlessness
or fear can thus be direct reactions, in the best case together with the intuition that a force is present in us which can bring about something in the direction of change. This leads directly to the question of courage. But what is it that
tells us that the situation we are looking at is not right? That something should
be fundamentally changed? Perhaps this is a natural search for the good that
lies within each of us. We want the world to be good, we want everything to
take place in the sense of man and nature, to re-establish a harmonious state
of it. We access something that is in our hearts - the human search for the
good. Thus courage becomes a virtue, says Aristotle, "no more and no less
than that". We become courageous when we have the good in sight, when
we want the good to be more and more present in the world. And then we
act "courageously" because it is part of it, because awakening to the challenges requires us to act in the sense of the good. In this sense, we can say that
courage is a path, a path to the realization of the good, and every challenge we
are faced with is a possibility, a gate, to be able to walk this path, in the practice of courage. In order to be able to walk this path, we still need an important
companion, a quality without which fear, recklessness or powerlessness can
enter - that is hope. We need to hope that it will be good, that the courageous
actions will be efficient everywhere in the world and contribute to the transformation. So in Schiller's sense: "Who dares nothing, he must hope nothing".

Just about a month after this event 650 high school students from over
30 countries did not go to school either. They exchanged their known homes
for an unknown travel to Dornach, Switzerland, in order to witness and practice
questions of Courage. Some of them were the first in their family to leave the
country, others might have known that they would get homesick, and some
of them put aside their savings for two year in order to come. “Courage” was
calling them and they listened carefully.

Ioana Viscrianu, May 2019

Johannes Kronenberg, May 2019

It must be said that these students embody the work of 100 years of
Waldorf education. A movement that provides students with the chance to ‘act
from their hearts’ (cour-age; Latin roots), in a world organised less and less for
the actual human being itself. An over organised world where nature became
something separated. A world where education does not equip its students for
what is coming, but rather likes to teach the past. Where is the future (coming
from)? Might be a guiding star question of these young individuals.
However, each single student attending was equipped with something not so obvious; in the fundaments of the Waldorf movement health and
balance for the physical body, intimacy in the soul life and clarity of the spirit
are nourished and practiced as core values in the space created for primary
and high school education. It brings forward the ability to transform questions
about Fear into its counterforce of Courage, as proven and practiced by the
young organising team of this gathering. They worked and lived for one and a
half year with these questions to prepare the conference. It was not a Fridays
for Future event as such (like the one of 15 March), but a ‘Courage’ for Future
impuls; an inspiration for the young generation to act from their hearts.

Johannes Kronenberg
was born in the Netherlands and
works in the Youth Section at the
Goetheanum since 2019. His
background in both study and work
has its roots and fire in the arts,
sustainability, (youth) education and
transition.

But what does it mean to courageously act from the heart and how can
this make us sensitive for what wants to come from the future? This was key
in the talk of Helmy Abouleish; not predicting the future from past experiences (futurum), but rather leaning in the seemingly impossible coming from the
future (adventus); ideals and visions that seem ridiculous now, might carry the
spirit of what want to come to birth. By this, the Courage conference became
a microcosmic space of encounter, carrying powerful seeds for the worldwide
movement of the young generation that seem to practice the courage to transform our society from its fundaments anew.

Practicing Courage in the search for a new
world - International Student Conference 2019
On Friday the 15th of March 2019, an estimated number of 1.8 million
young people did not go to school. Instead they filled the streets around our
globe for an attempt to formulate what they feel, observe and want to transform: a world in existential need for renewal. It is the first time in history that this
amount of young people occupied public space. They raised their voices to
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Wholeheartedly we want to thank everyone who was involved in the conference. From the students
who travelled to Switzerland from all around the globe to the Goetheanum co-workers who supported
us throughout the whole preparation time and the conference, to all facilitators and to all of those who
financially supported us and/or supported us whith wonderful products.
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